Management of hydroelectric dams is an aspect of sustainability that comes with resolving problems locally. The use of global indicators has not been a sustainable solution, thus the need for local indicators. Besides, current sustainability assessment tools lack the integration of climate, making assessments in a climate change context impossible. In this paper, we present management and sustainability assessment in a climate change context using sustainability indicators. We modeled a change in the climate using normal, moderate, and extreme climate conditions defined by Standardized Precipitation Indices (SPI) values. Out of 36 years analyzed, 24 years fall in the near-normal climate regime, and the remaining 12 years in moderate and extreme conditions, making near-normal climate regime the basis for managing the Taabo Dam. The impact of climate, techno-economic, and socio-environmental indicators on sustainability were investigated, and the results were analyzed according to scenarios. Climate adaptation shows higher sustainability indices than techno-economic and socio-environmental scenarios. Probability matrices show high and low values, respectively, for environmental and flooding indicators. Risk matrices, on the other hand, show that even with small probability values, risks still exist, and such small probabilities should not be taken as an absence of risk. The study reveals that sustainability can be improved by integrating climate into existing assessment methods.
Introduction
Sustainable development has a long-standing history, developed by a variety of disciplines. Since the 1972 UN Conference on the Environment, Stockholm, the meaning of "sustainable development" has evolved with emphasis was on "slow down growth and protect the environment" (ecodevelopment) [1] . The term sustainable development was coined for the first time in an international document World Conservation Strategy, published by the International Union for the Conservation of Natural Resources in 1980 [2] . However, this document did not provide a scientific definition of sustainable development.
to evaluate the impacts of climate change on future water availability [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . While some studies present severe decrease of water available [26, 28] , others suggest less severe decrease [29] , some other are uncertain about future water availability [30] , and some even predict an increase [23, 25] . Beside these uncertainties, it is factual that rainfall and temperature will continue to impact hydroelectric dam production, so long as the dams exist. The basic problem of a hydroelectric dam operation is that these climate variables cannot be manipulated to benefit hydropower production. The only choice left is to manage the hydroelectric schemes to suit the climate, its impact, and future changes. To achieve this, assessment of a hydroelectric dam's sustainability, within the context of climate, is most important, while managing synergies and trade-offs of social, economic, environmental, technical, and resource indicators. In this paper, we integrate climate into hydropower sustainability while preserving existing criteria in the global assessment tools. Also, we develop local indicators that can incorporate interactions of a local dam (Taabo) and its environment to aid effective management and monitoring of the dam. We are optimistic the approach is easily transferable to other hydroelectric plants, according to site-specific needs. Most importantly, current existing hydropower sustainability assessment tools can use this approach to integrate climate into their frameworks.
Study Area
The Bandama Basin is a major river basin between 3 • 50 and 7 • 00 W and 5 • 00 and 10 • 20 N in Côte d'Ivoire, West Africa ( Figure 1 ) [31] . It covers a total area of about 98,863 km 2 and consist of three major sub-basins: white Bandama (31,860 km 2 ), N'zi (38,312 km 2 ), and Marahoué (28,691 km 2 ). The topography is mostly flat, with a maximum elevation of 809m above sea level. The vegetation cover of the Bandama Basin varies from savannahs in the north to forests toward the south. Three climate regimes influence the Bandama Basin. The northern part is characterized by a dry sub-tropical climate (between 1000 mm and 1700 mm) [32] , which has a unimodal rainfall distribution or pattern, with distinct wet (rainy) and dry seasons. The central and southern parts of the basin are characterized by two rainy seasons. In the equatorial climate, the annual rainfall is greater than 1500 mm [32] . Rainfall amount is higher in the humid equatorial climate, with a yearly mean of 1800 mm. On the main Bandama River, the Kossou and Taabo Dams were constructed, forming artificial lakes. The Kossou lake formed after building the dam in 1971. The lake has a length, area, and an estimated volume of 150 km, 1855 km 2 and 28.8 × 109 m 3 , respectively, at full capacity [33, 34] . The Taboo lake is 120 km downstream of the Kossou Dam, formed later in 1975 after the construction of the dam (Figure 1 ). The area and stock volume of the Taabo Lake are about 69 km 2 and stocks and 630 × 106 m 3 , respectively [33] [34] [35] . The Taabo Dam catchment area is about 59,506.66 km 2 , in which 2975.33 km 2 (about 0.05%) is located in Mali. The Kossou Dam catchment area is a subset of the Taabo Dam catchment, and as a result, the two dams interact with each other. The Taabo Dam water regime is determined by alternating wet and dry seasons, streamflow from Marahoué, and discharges from Kossou Dam. Discharge from Taabo and streamflow from N'zi river contribute to the streamflow at Bafecao, which drains gradually into the Gulf of Guinea. The main purpose of the hydroelectric dams is electricity production. 
Identification of Energy System to Be Assessed
In this paper, we use the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam in Côte d'Ivoire, West Africa, as a case study. The choice of the dam is because of data available for the research, coupled with the urgent need of management to adapt the dam to extreme climate events such as flooding.
Materials and Methods
The framework for sustainable management of the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam in the context of climate change is shown in Figure 2 below. It consists of a sequence of eight steps, which includes (1) selection or creation of indicators; (2) (Table 3) . A threshold matrix (Table 4) , was derived based on threshold values of each indicator, irrespective of the climate regime, resulting in a row matrix of 15 indicator threshold values (Table 4 ). An impact matrix (Table 5 ) and a probability matrix (Table 6) were derived based on the impact and probability 
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Materials and Methods
The framework for sustainable management of the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam in the context of climate change is shown in Figure 2 below. It consists of a sequence of eight steps, which includes (1) selection or creation of indicators; (2) estimation of initial value of each indicator (q i ), their thresholds values (τ) and impact values (q imp = q i − τ); (3) computation of probability (P i ) or expectation value associated with each indicator; (4) determination of the risk associated with each indicator; (5) normalization of indicators (q n ); (6) estimation of weight coefficient values (w) of indicators; (7) sensitivity analysis of the general sustainability index (GSI) to individual indicators; and (8) scenario-based analysis of options for sustainable management of the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam. We used a total number of 15 indicators with each indicator value estimated at six (6) different climate regimes, forming an initial matrix of six climate regimes by 15 indicator values (Table 3) . A threshold matrix (Table 4) , was derived based on threshold values of each indicator, irrespective of the climate regime, resulting in a row matrix of 15 indicator threshold values (Table  4 ). An impact matrix (Table 5 ) and a probability matrix (Table 6) were derived based on the impact and probability values of the indicators. Indicators were numbered with a subscript 1 to 15 with q 1i , P 1 , τ 1 , q 1imp = q 1i − τ 1 , q 1n , w 1 and w 1 q 1n (Figure 2) representing initial, probability, threshold, impact, normalized, weight coefficient, and the single preference index values, respectively of indicator 1, and so on. We obtained a risk matrix as a product of the impact matrix (Table 5 ) and the probability matrix (Table 6) . Probability, impact, and risk matrices formed our basis for defining a management framework for the Taabo Dam (Figure 2 ). We evaluate the contribution of each indicator (w i q in ), on general sustainability index i=n i=1 w i q in by looking at the resultant GSI value obtained when the indicator in question is given the highest priority (sensitivity test- Figure 2 ). Alternatively, we define specific scenarios depending on the actors and interests involved and compute a resultant GSI value (scenario-based assessment- Figure 2 ). The sensitivity test described above and scenario-based assessment formed our basis for evaluating sustainability (sustainability assessment) of the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam (Figure 2 ). The entire methodology for this work is summarized in Figure 2 and described in detail from Sections 3.1-3.8 below. (Figure 2) representing initial, probability, threshold, impact, normalized, weight coefficient, and the single preference index values, respectively of indicator 1, and so on. We obtained a risk matrix as a product of the impact matrix (Table 5 ) and the probability matrix (Table 6) . Probability, impact, and risk matrices formed our basis for defining a management framework for the Taabo Dam ( Figure 2 ). We evaluate the contribution of each indicator i in (w q ) , on general sustainability index
by looking at the resultant GSI value obtained when the indicator in question is given the highest priority (sensitivity test- Figure 2 ). Alternatively, we define specific scenarios depending on the actors and interests involved and compute a resultant GSI value (scenario-based assessment- Figure 2 ). The sensitivity test described above and scenario-based assessment formed our basis for evaluating sustainability (sustainability assessment) of the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam (Figure 2 ). The entire methodology for this work is summarized in Figure 2 and described in detail from Sections 3.1.-3.8. below. 
Selection or Creation of Indicators
Indicators were selected based on the Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Reliable, and Timebound (SMART) criteria as recommended by [20, 36] . To ensure indicators replicate local conditions and are useful for managing and monitoring the dam, they were derived from historical data of the dam's environment, hydrology, and production. Besides, environmental concerns were considered during the creation of indicators to adapt the dam to current environmental conditions. Climate and hydrological drought indices were used to include the impacts of climate and hydrology impacts in the assessment. To ensure the final scheme monitor changes as the climate evolves, we compute indicators according to climate regimes. The final set of indicators, their probabilities, thresholds and impact values are presented below. 
Drought Indicators
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Drought Indicators
The Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) and the Standardized Streamflow Index (SSI) were used to integrate climatic and hydrological aspects of drought into the assessment. Drought, as used here, refers to both dry and wet conditions.
Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI)
The procedure for calculating SPI is well documented [37] and is realized in many software applications. For this work, we use the DrinC software [38] to estimate 12-month non-running SPI and the SPI package in R to estimate 12-month running SPI values. Non-running 12-month SPI values were used to group years of similar SPI category into the same class. Categorization was based on SPI classification shown in Table 1 , and climate regimes realized from the classification are shown in Table 2 . 1994 , 1995 , 1999 Near Normal 1982 , 1985 -1988 , 1992 , 1993 , 1996 -1998 , 2001 -2003 , 2006 , 2007 Moderately wet  2004, 2005  Very wet  1990, 2000, 2008 For each climate regime, we compute an initial SPI12 value, representative of the climate regime. Then we set a threshold and define the impact as:
where SPI imp , SPI i, and SPI thresh are the impact, initial and threshold values, respectively, of SPI12. To preserve the original interpretation of the SPI, we take the threshold in equation 1 to be zero, so the SPI value at any instance equals the impact SPI.
Standardized Streamflow Index (SSI)
The Standardized Stream Index (SSI) was derived using the same method as the SPI but is, however, based on streamflow data. Similarly, a zero was chosen as the threshold to preserve the original interpretation of the SSI. Thus, the SSI at an instance i, in time, equals the impact SSI.
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Environmental Indicators
Power density (PD), Global Warming Potential (GWP), and Area indicator (AR) are global indicators used to assess the environmental impacts of energy systems. In this paper, we used them to account for both positive and negative impacts of the Taabo Dam on the environment.
Power Density
The power density (PD) is an environmental index which measures the environmental impact of a hydroelectric dam. It is defined by the ratio of installed capacity to area inundated by a hydroelectric dam [19, 39, 40] . We define the power density at an instance i, in time, is given by
We define a threshold PD, as the value of PD which corresponds to the maximum coverage area of the reservoir, above which adverse environmental impacts will be experienced. The Taabo Dam covers 80 km 2 at the maximum operating level of 125 m [41] . Thus,
The impact PD at any instance i, in time, is defined by a value of the instantaneous PD above or below the threshold PD and is given by
Global Warming Potential (GWP)
The GWP accounts for the contribution of a reservoir to global warming and is important, especially in present times, where the emphasis is on clean energy. At any instance i, in time, of the reservoir's life, emission was estimated in kg CO 2 -eq using the IPCC methodology for estimating land converted permanently to flooded land. The GWP was obtained by dividing the emissions by production in kWh, with units in kg CO 2 -eq/kWh. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2006 [42] presents the method in detail. The threshold value of GWP thresh was taken as 1 (GWP of reference CO 2 ). The impact GWP is the value below or above the GWP thresh , calculated as GWP imp = GWP i − GWP thresh (7) Area Indicator (AR)
Area indicator evaluates the value of land for power production. We estimate AR at any instance i as:
Power produced (MWh) (8) AR was computed by dividing the area covered by the reservoir at any instance i, in time, with energy produced in MWh at the same time. The threshold value of AR was taken as the long-term mean of all AR i values, found to be 1.8751. The impact AR was then estimated as:
Hydrological Indicators
Hydrological indicators were used to integrate local flows into the assessment. Upstream flows have impacts on hydropower production, and the presence dams alter flows available to downstream. To effectively represent all forms of flows and impact, we categorized hydrological indicators into two-resource indicators and flow impact indicators. Resource indicators were used to assess water available for hydropower production and the impact of hydropower production on water available to downstream.
Available Water for Hydropower Production (AWP)
Available water for hydropower production was calculated as the difference between streamflow into the reservoir and discharge out of the dam. Thus, at any instance i,
The threshold AWP was taken as the long-term mean of all AWP, numerically equal to 2.62 m 3 /s. The impact AWP is the value of the instantaneous AWP, above or below the AWP thresh .
Available Water for Downstream (AWD)
Available water for downstream was determined as a fraction of water discharge from the dam which is measured at a hydrologic station at Bafecao (Figure 1 ), downstream of the Taabo Dam. That is,
The AWD thresh is taken as the long-term mean of all AWD i , calculated as 0.83. The AWD imp was calculated as the difference between AWD i and AWD thresh . Thus,
Taabo Dam's streamflow is determined by two sources, a natural source (Marahoue or Red Bandama), and artificial flow from Kossou Dam (discharge). The impacts of streamflow from the Marahoue and Kossou Dams are modeled using the flow impact indicators.
Impact of Natural Flow (INF)
We estimate the impact of natural flow as the fraction of streamflow measured at a hydrological station at Bouafle located on the Red Bandama ( Figure 1 ) to streamflow into the dam. 
The threshold value was taken as the long-term mean, calculated as 0.464. The impact INF is the value of the instantaneous INF above or below the long-term mean, calculated as:
Impact of Artificial Flow (IAF)
The artificial flow was computed as a ratio of discharge from upstream (Kossou Dam) to streamflow measured at the Taabo Dam. The threshold value of IAF is the long-term mean of all instantaneous IAF estimated as 0.55. The impact of IAF was calculated as:
Flooding Indicators
Flooding of hydroelectric dams and surrounding towns has become a problem in recent times throughout Ivory Coast. According to [43] , flooding is not a serious problem in Ivory Coast. Recent experiences of flooding in hydroelectric dams and surrounding cities call for the inclusion of flooding indicators in this work. To build indicators for flooding, we hypothesize that spillage is a primary indication of flooding, which is true in practice. We identified three potential sources of flooding of the Taabo Dam and environment as (1) natural flow from Bouafle, (2) artificial flow from Kossou, and (3) Taabo reservoir storage. To examine flooding in more detail, we estimate flooding risk associated with natural flow (FNF), artificial flows (FAF) and reservoir initial storage (FIS). We identify months on which Taabo Dam spilled and computed the contribution of natural and artificial flows to flow into the reservoir.
Flooding due to Natural Flow (FNF)
Streamflow measured at Bouafle (Figure 1 ) is the main source of natural flow into the Taabo Lake, as such FNF is estimated as:
The threshold value FNF is the long-term average of all FNF i which is estimated as 0.25243. We compute the impact FNF as:
Flooding Due to Artificial Flow (FAF) Kossou Dam is the source of artificial flows into Taabo Lake, so we estimate FAF using
The threshold FAF is the average value of all FAF i for the study period, estimated as 0.00499. The impact FAF is the value of the instantaneous FAF above or below the threshold value mathematically expressed as:
Flooding Due to Initial Storage (FIS)
As indicated earlier, there are three possible causes of flooding of the Taabo Dam and environs: (1) streamflow from Bouafle, (2) discharge from the Kossou Dam, and (3) initial storage of Taabo Dam. To estimate FIS, we note that the fractional contribution of these three sources to flooding should sum up to 1. Thus, flooding due to initial storage was estimated as:
FIS threshold is the long-term mean of all FIS i values for the study period, numerically equal to 0.74257. The impact of FIS is estimated as the difference between the FIS i and FIS thresh . Thus,
Techno-Economic Indicators
Techno-economic indicators were used to incorporate the technical and economic benefits of the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam into the assessment. Contribution to National Grid (CNG), Equivalent Availability Factor (EAF), and Hydraulic Index (HI), were used to quantify techno-economic impacts.
Contribution to National Grid (CNG)
Contribution to National Grid is defined as the contribution of Taabo Hydroelectric Dam to the grid, compared to total contribution into the grid, expressed by [19] as:
The threshold CNG is the ratio of Taabo installed capacity to the total grid installed capacity as of 2017, calculated as:
The impact CNG at any instance i, in time, is calculated as
Equivalent Availability Factor (EAF)
We use EAF to estimate the availability of the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam for power production, taking into account the reliability of generation units [19, 44] . The EAF for a specific period i, in time, was estimated using the following equation:
Threshold EAF was estimated as the fraction of the generation potential of Taabo Dam that could be realized assuming it is operated to full capacity throughout a specific year.
The impact EAF was calculated as the value of the EAF i above or below the threshold value. Thus,
Hydraulic Index (HI)
We obtain hydraulic indices values from the Taabo Dam and compute the mean values. The threshold value of HI is the long-term average of all hydraulic index values, numerically equal to 0.85. The impact HI is the difference between the HI i and HI thresh .
For the indicators above to measure the sustainability of a hydroelectric dam, it is required that they reflect social, economic, environmental, and technical aspects. For this reason, the indicators were diligently selected to capture important social, economic, environmental, and technical sustainability issues directly impacting the Taabo Dam and environment. For example, the resource indicator AWD was carefully selected to assess the impact of downstream flow, which has some social consequences as well. Similarly, flooding indicators were carefully designed to capture both managerial concerns and social impacts. All other indicators were selected to assess current and recent concerns for effective management of the dam. We now look at occurrence frequencies (probability values) and risk associated with each indicator under all climate regimes.
Indicator's Probability and Risk Formulation
Probability matrices give an idea of the likelihood, probability, probability of occurrence, or occurrence frequency of indicators. They are useful in the formation or creation of risk matrices. Challenges often arise in computing and interpreting probabilities values for different indicators measured on different scales. To overcome this limitation, we ensured that all indicators were derived from quantitative monthly data for the period (1981-2017). Besides, the classification of risk probability was done such that all indicators within a specific climate regime have the same sample space. What distinguishes one indicator from another is the occurrence frequencies (events). Thus, for indicator i, which occurs x (events) number of months in S total number months (sample space), we compute the probability as
For each indicator, a specific probability rule is applied to derive its value. To ensure that the probability of an indicator in a specific climate regime is unique, we compute the occurrence frequency of the climate regime in 36 years (values in Figure 4b ). Thus, if the indicator i, is found in a climate regime c, which occurs z years in Z total number of years, the probability of the climate regime occurring is
We finally obtain the climatological mean probability P cm of indicator i by multiplying the two probabilities Equations (31) and (32) .
A project risk is defined as "an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on a project's objectives" [45] . A more standard definition of risk is "risk is the chance, in quantitative terms, of a defined hazard occurring" [46] . We express it mathematically as
where R is the risk or risk score, P is the probability/likelihood/occurrence frequency/probability of occurrence, and I is the impact/consequences/severity [46] [47] [48] [49] . Risk matrices developed using categorical data can produce ambiguous output that is difficult to interpret. They also lead to assigning higher qualitative ratings to quantitatively smaller risks among other factors. To avoid this, both the probability and impact component of risk used in this work are quantitative measures. Categorization of risk level is also based on climate regimes, defined by the SPI values, which can be interpreted numerically according to the degree of wetness or dryness. To overcome the problem of poor resolution that can result from assigning identical values to quantitatively different risk, we normalized all indicators such that, the risk of one indicator can be compared directly to the risk of another indicator in the same or different climate regime. Finally, we use different color schemes for positive and negative risks. We compute normalized risks based on probability of indicators in a climate regime and the climatological mean probability ( Figure 4 ).
Estimation of Initial Indicator Values, Their Thresholds, and Impact Values
Initial indicator values obtained from preprocessing of data on dams' environment, hydrology and production are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . m × k matrices of m climate regimes and k initial value indicators; SPI-Standardized Precipitation Index (dimensionless); SSI-Standardized Streamflow Index (dimensionless), PD-Power Density indicator (W/m 2 ); GWP-Global Warming Potential (kg CO 2 -eq/kWh); AR-Area (m 2 /kWh); AWP-Available Water for Production (m 3 /s); AWD-Available Water for Downstream (fraction); INF-Impact of Natural Flow (fraction), IAF-Impact of Artificial Flow (fraction), FNF-Flooding risk due to Natural Flow (ratio), FAF-Flooding risk due to Artificial Flow (ratio), FIS-Flooding risk due to Initial Storage (fraction); CNG-Contribution to National Grid (%); EAF-Equivalent Availability Factor (fraction); HI-Hydraulic Index (dimensionless).
The threshold values (Table 4 ) of the initial indicators are values above or below the initial indicator values (Table 3) for which a specific impact will be experienced. They are obtained as part of results from Equations (1)-(30), are given in Table 4 , below. Similarly, the impact associated with indicators in Table 3 above are obtained as part of results from equations (1)-(30) and shown in Table 5 below. 
Computation of Probability or Expectation Associated with the Initial Indicator Values
For each indicator in all climate regimes, we estimate the probability (frequency of occurrence) and compute the average value of all non-zero probabilities. Where an indicator is derived from more than one dataset, dependent on each other, the total probability associated with the indicator is a product of the individual probabilities associated with the datasets. The resultant probability matrix or expectation matrix is shown in Table 6 .
The probability of each indicator in 36 years (1981-2017) was also estimated as the product of the probability in a climate regime ( Table 6 -using Equation (31)) and the probability of that climate regime occurring in 36 years (Equation (32)). We refer to this probability as the climatological mean probability. 
Determination of the risk associated with each indicator
We define a risk matrix as the product of the impact matrix (Table 5 ) and the probability matrix ( Table 6 ). We derived a normalized risk matrix from the risk matrix as the value of the risk matrix on a normalized scale (0 to 1). The risk matrix and the normalized risk matrix are shown in Tables 7 and 8 below.
The normalized risk matrix allows us to represent the different risk (Table 7) on the same scale for easy interpretation. We now present how we achieve normalization everywhere in this work. 
Normalization of Indicators (q n )
We achieve normalization through a mathematical expression that uses a membership function q i (x i ) for each indicator x i . For each indicator x i we determine the maximum max(x i ) and minimum min(x i ) value and analyze if the function q i (x i ) increase or decrease with the increased value of x i on the interval [min(x i ), max(x i )]. If the membership function q(x i ) increase with increasing value of indicator x i , we use an increasing power normalization function given by:
However, if the membership function q(x) decreases with increasing value of indicator x i , we use the decreasing power normalization function expressed as:
In practice, we examined each indicator to see if it has a positive or negative impact according to managerial or sustainability expectations. If indicator value increases with increasing sustainability (positive impact), the increasing membership function is applied to normalize the indicator. On the other hand, if the indicator value decreases with increasing sustainability (negative impact), the decreasing power normalization function is applied to normalize that indicator. For this work, all flooding indicators (FAF, FNF, FIS) have negative impacts on managerial interest (sustainability), as such, the decreasing normalization function is applied to them. Conversely, drought, water resource, and technical indicator values (SPI, SSI, AWP, AWD, NF, AF) have positive impacts as their values increases (increasing sustainability), so the increasing power normalization function is used to normalize them. For environmental indicators, PD increase with increasing sustainability, while GWP and AR decrease with increasing sustainability, hence the increasing and decreasing normalization functions were applied, respectively.
Estimation of Weight Coefficient (w n )
DSS APIS, which is a modification of certified DSS ASPID-3W, was used to generate weight coefficients for indicators based on non-numeric weighting information. APIS can estimate weight using non-numeric, non-exact, and non-complete (NNN) information [50] [51] [52] . This approach is important because information obtained about the weight of indicators is non-numeric, but their magnitude can be compared using a non-numeric language. APIS accepts the non-numeric language in the form of a comparative proposition between the indicators. Thus a < b, is used to specify that indicator "a" is less than indicator "b" and a = b is used to specify that indicator "a" is equal to indicator "b." APIS is then able to provide a numeric estimate for weight based on user input information about the weight of indicators.
In Section 3.7, we considered how the general sustainability index (quality assessment index or sustainability index) responds to each indicator used in the assessment. In Section 3.8, however, we consider three sustainability scenarios for the development of Taabo Dam and proposed a fourth one. In each case, weighting information is input by the authors and APIS generates numeric estimates of weights based on authors' weighting information.
Sensitivity Analysis of General Sustainability Index (GSI)
In this case, priority is given to one indicator at a time, with all other indicators having the same weight, and the resultant GSI (quality assessment) is determined. For instance,
APIS generate numeric estimates of the input non-numeric information and also compute the GSI value [19] . Thus, the quality of each indicator is determined by the resultant GSI value obtained when it is prioritized all other indicators.
Sustainability Scenarios for Management of the Taabo Dam
Four scenarios are considered here for management of the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam according to actors and priorities set. These are (1) techno-economic scenario or pathway, (2) environmental and social activist scenario or pathway, (3) adaptation to climate scenario or pathway, and (4) proposed scenario or pathway.
Case 1. Techno-Economic Pathway-Business as Usual
In the business as usual pathway, priority is given to technical and economic aspects with little or no focus on environmental, social, economic, resource, and climate. The non-numeric weighting information used is
Case 2. Environmentalist and Socialist Pathway
To environmentalists and human right activist, social and environmental aspects are paramount and should be protected during the planning, construction and operation stages of dams. Dams, in this case, are perceived to significantly alter the natural environment with some positive and negative impacts. We model this scenario using the non-numeric input weight information PD = GWP = AR = AWD > FAF = FIS > SPI = SSI = AWP = INF = IAF = FNF = CNG = EAF = HI (39)
Case 3. Adaptation to Climate Pathway-Climate-Smart
In this scenario, priority is given to trends in the climate to adapt the hydroelectric dam to current climate conditions. The NNN information specified is:
Case 4. Proposed Pathway-Authors Recommendation
In this case, priority is given to trends in climate to adapt the dam to recent climate conditions. Besides, there is a comparative weighting of options that will optimally benefit hydropower production, as well as reduce impacts on the environment. This case model compromises that actors pursuing cases 1-3 will have to make to a sustainable energy future. The weighting information used is: 
Results and Discussion
We present this part in five (5) 
We present this part in five (5) Figure 3a ,b shows the evolution of the 12-month Standardized Precipitation Index (in blue) and 12-month Standardized Streamflow Index (in red) from 1981 to 2017. We will refer to the precipitation and streamflow indices hereafter as SPI12 and SSI12, respectively. Figure 3c ,d are comparisons between SPI12 and SS12 with a linear and non-linear trend, respectively. From Figure 3a , the maximum and minimum SPI12 values recorded for the period (1981-2017) are 2.27 and −2.66 respectively, suggesting extremely dry and wet conditions. The SPI and SSI in Figure 3c ,d suggest that a general increase in precipitation leads to a corresponding increase in streamflow and vice versa, for the entire period. However, the link between SPI and SSI is nonlinear. The famous drought period of the early 1980s in West Africa is also captured more prominently by SSI than the SPI. For most of the period (1981-2007), the SSI values show seasonal lags to SPI values, suggesting streamflow to some extent is determined by rainfall. After 2007, however, SPI and SSI match closely for most of the period, showing streamflow is responding quickly to rainfall in recent times. This could be attributed to climate change impacts and land use and land cover changes in the Bandama basin. In general, climate change and land use and land cover change play significant roles [26, 27, 29, 53, 54] to water availability. However, studies that distinguish the impact of climate change and land use and land cover changes or the combined effect of the two are limited. Climate change impacts on hydrological resources are often done using baseline conditions to simulate changes in the future. Mostly, the land surface model used consists of one year of historical data which is kept constant throughout the simulation to reduce computation time and resources needed. By so doing, the dynamism of land use and land cover changes are not fully represented in climate change simulations and hence the results. However, studies have shown that regional climate models are sensitive to their underlying land surface models [55] , making this exogenous introduction of land surface model a limitation of climate simulations. Conversely, analysis of the impact of land use and land cover change on hydrological resources focus on classification of land types, their changes, and intensities with time, neglecting the climate response and feedback. To this end, the use of SPI and SSI in this work is an attempt to reduce the complexity and explain the link between climate and hydrology with a little computing resource. Our analysis revealed a close association between rainfall From Figure 3a , the maximum and minimum SPI12 values recorded for the period (1981-2017) are 2.27 and −2.66 respectively, suggesting extremely dry and wet conditions. The SPI and SSI in Figure 3c ,d suggest that a general increase in precipitation leads to a corresponding increase in streamflow and vice versa, for the entire period. However, the link between SPI and SSI is nonlinear. The famous drought period of the early 1980s in West Africa is also captured more prominently by SSI than the SPI. For most of the period (1981-2007), the SSI values show seasonal lags to SPI values, suggesting streamflow to some extent is determined by rainfall. After 2007, however, SPI and SSI match closely for most of the period, showing streamflow is responding quickly to rainfall in recent times. This could be attributed to climate change impacts and land use and land cover changes in the Bandama basin. In general, climate change and land use and land cover change play significant roles [26, 27, 29, 53, 54] to water availability. However, studies that distinguish the impact of climate change and land use and land cover changes or the combined effect of the two are limited. Climate change impacts on hydrological resources are often done using baseline conditions to simulate changes in the future. Mostly, the land surface model used consists of one year of historical data which is kept constant throughout the simulation to reduce computation time and resources needed. By so doing, the dynamism of land use and land cover changes are not fully represented in climate change simulations and hence the results. However, studies have shown that regional climate models are sensitive to their underlying land surface models [55] , making this exogenous introduction of land surface model a limitation of climate simulations. Conversely, analysis of the impact of land use and land cover change on hydrological resources focus on classification of land types, their changes, and intensities with time, neglecting the climate response and feedback. To this end, the use of SPI and SSI in this work is an attempt to reduce the complexity and explain the link between climate and hydrology with a little computing resource. Our analysis revealed a close association between rainfall and streamflow for the Taabo Dam catchment area. The close matching between the two indices, irrespective of the impacts of land use and land cover changes for the entire period, indicates that hydrological condition of the Taabo catchment is influenced somehow directly by climate conditions. This is particularly true for the last decade (2007-2017) (Figure 3d ). Consequently, the future hydrological resource for Taabo Dam is more likely to be climate-dependent than it is on land use and land cover changes. A study in the Zilberia River in Iran [56] show that land use and land cover change will have less impact on hydrology than climate variables such as rainfall and temperature. Our approach seems a simple way to establish a relationship between rainfall and streamflow in the Bandama basin. Figure 3c enables us to see that rainfall and streamflow has increased in general since 1981. Figure 3d , however, shows that both rainfall and streamflow are decreasing in recent times. While the SPI and SSI are similarly based on long, accumulated periods, the SSI incorporated hydrological processes that determine season lags in the influence of climate on streamflow [57] . In simple terms, while SPI is useful for characterization of meteorological drought at different timescales, the SSI is a useful complement to the SPI for depicting hydrological aspects of drought [58] . Our choice for SPI12 and SSI12 is that the 12-month time scale is most representative of hydrological conditions connected to streamflow and reservoir storage [59] . Secondly, we chose SPI12 and SSI12 as indices to allow us to characterize the climate and investigate the sustainability of the Taabo Dam based on climate indices. To achieve this, we compute SPI12 for each year and used it as the basis for grouping years of similar SPI into the same category ( Table 2) . According to SPI classification, all climate regimes have been experienced in the Taabo Dam area except for extremely wet conditions. The procedure adopted allows us to investigate how indirectly climate and hydrological conditions of the Taabo catchment influence social, economic, environmental, technical, and resource indicators. Besides, climate change impacts on hydropower are mainly in two folds: water scarcity which leads to a decrease in hydropower production or excess water leading to flooding and inundation of surrounding towns and villages. In effect, the consequences of any form of climate change impact are related to the impacts of dry and wet conditions which are depicted by the SPI and SSI. Thus, SPI and SSI represent a smarter approach to characterizing the impact of climate change without a complex climate change analysis. For this work, the SPI values captured all climate conditions that may be experienced in the present and future, except for extremely wet conditions. We advise that, in replicating this work, the data used for SPI computation should cover a significant amount of years, as demonstrated above.
Analysis of Standardized Precipitation and Streamflow Indices
Expectation Matrix-Probability of Occurrence
The probability matrix of the Taabo Dam is shown in Figure 4 below The probability matrix represents the expectation or probability of occurrence of an indicator. Figure 4a shows the probability of an indicator in a specific climate regime, whilst 4b demonstrates the probability or expectation in 36 years (1982-2017) or the climatological mean probability. Figure 4a illustrates the probabilities associated with year-to-year management of the Taabo Dam, from one climate regime to another. Figure 4b , on the other hand, show the probabilities associated with long-term management. The uniqueness of Figure 4b lies in its ability to reveal that the Taabo catchment area experiences most often, a "near normal" climate, which is completely unnoticed in Figure 4a . From Figure 4 , the expectation values differ from one indicator to another within the same climate regime. Similarly, the expectation value of an indicator may differ for one climate regime to another. Figure 4a shows that the probability of occurrence of environmental indicators (PD, GWP, AR) is highest with expectation values of 1, irrespective of the climate regime. This is expected as environmental indicators are characteristic of the dam. On the other hand, flooding indicators (FNF, FAF, FIS) have low probability values, indicating that they do not occur frequently. While environmental indicators have high expectation values, the risk associated with their impacts can be very low. Conversely, indicators with very low probabilities can adversely affect hydroelectric systems when their impacts are being experienced. We classify such indicators as emergency indicators. In between the two probability extremes, the expectation value of an indicator in Figure 4a ,b corresponds to its probability of occurrence. If an indicator has a negative impact, the higher the expectation value, the higher the probability that it negatively affects the system. However, if an indicator is positive, the higher the expectation values the more beneficial it is to the system. For management, indicators with low probabilities should be given more attention as the occurrence might introduce instability in the system (Flooding indicators). For the Taabo Dam, our estimations reveal that FIS (0.74257-Equation (23)) has the highest risk to contribute to flooding, followed by FNF (0.25243-Equation (18)) and FAF (0.00499-Equation (20)). However, this may differ from one climate regime to another. The probability matrix is useful in many ways: (i) it helps to evaluate different occurrence frequencies associated with the indicators in same climate regime (ii) it helps evaluate an indicator's occurrence frequency from one climate regime to another. The matrix shown here can be updated to include more years as the dam becomes older and data becomes available. For now, it covers a significant number of years from the start of the dam to current conditions . Practically, the probability matrix is useful for management to make inform decisions based on occurrence frequencies associated with indicators. Probabilities attributes of risk events are often described as "probability", "likelihood", "probability of occurrence" and "occurrence frequency" [45] . Scales used for these probability ratings range from low, medium, and high, 1 to 10, 0 to 1.0, or some other nonlinear or linear scale. According to [45] , the use of these terms and scales are all correct, however, inconsistent use and terminology create confusions. To avoid this confusion and ease interpretation, we choose the absolute bound [0,1] to estimate probabilities for all indicators at each climate regime. Besides the categorical scale (climate regimes) were derived based on quantitative data (SPI values). This allows us to compare all indicators across the matrix. As the probability matrix presented here is based on 36 years of historical data, it best describes the occurrence frequency. However, we expect it to give an idea of the probability of occurrence or the expectation. In sum, the specialty of the probability matrix in this work is to use historical data to derive "occurrence frequencies" and use the occurrence frequencies in turn as "probability of occurrence or expectation values" for monitoring and managing hydroelectric dams in the future. higher the probability that it negatively affects the system. However, if an indicator is positive, the higher the expectation values the more beneficial it is to the system. For management, indicators with low probabilities should be given more attention as the occurrence might introduce instability in the system (Flooding indicators). For the Taabo Dam, our estimations reveal that FIS (0.74257-Equation (23)) has the highest risk to contribute to flooding, followed by FNF (0.25243-Equation (18)) and FAF (0.00499-Equation (20)). However, this may differ from one climate regime to another. The probability matrix is useful in many ways: (i) it helps to evaluate different occurrence frequencies associated with the indicators in same climate regime (ii) it helps evaluate an indicator's occurrence frequency from one climate regime to another. The matrix shown here can be updated to include more years as the dam becomes older and data becomes available. For now, it covers a significant number of years from the start of the dam to current conditions (1981-2017). Practically, the probability matrix is useful for management to make inform decisions based on occurrence frequencies associated with indicators. Probabilities attributes of risk events are often described as "probability", "likelihood", "probability of occurrence" and "occurrence frequency" [45] . Scales used for these probability ratings range from low, medium, and high, 1 to 10, 0 to 1.0, or some other nonlinear or linear scale. According to [45] , the use of these terms and scales are all correct, however, inconsistent use and terminology create confusions. To avoid this confusion and ease interpretation, we choose the absolute bound [0,1] to estimate probabilities for all indicators at each climate regime.
Besides the categorical scale (climate regimes) were derived based on quantitative data (SPI values). This allows us to compare all indicators across the matrix. As the probability matrix presented here is based on 36 years of historical data, it best describes the occurrence frequency. However, we expect it to give an idea of the probability of occurrence or the expectation. In sum, the specialty of the probability matrix in this work is to use historical data to derive "occurrence frequencies" and use the occurrence frequencies in turn as "probability of occurrence or expectation values" for monitoring and managing hydroelectric dams in the future. 
Normalized Risk Matrix
The normalized risk matrix considers the impact and the probability associated with the impact normalized on a scale of 0 to 1. Thus, the risk is defined here as the product of the impact and the probability of the impact, mathematically expressed by Equation (34).
The normalized risk matrix is the value of a risk matrix normalized between 0 to 1. As risk could be positive or negative depending on the objective of the project, we different positive from negative 
The normalized risk matrix considers the impact and the probability associated with the impact normalized on a scale of 0 to 1. Thus, the risk is defined here as the product of the impact and the probability of the impact, mathematically expressed by Equation (34) .
The normalized risk matrix is the value of a risk matrix normalized between 0 to 1. As risk could be positive or negative depending on the objective of the project, we different positive from negative risks by assigning red and blue colors respectively. We observe that negative high risks are associated with environmental indicators (GWP, AR) and flooding indicators (FNF, FAF, FIS). Indicators with highly negative impacts have the most intense red colors and those with positive impacts have the most intense blue colors. For instance, it is observed that flooding does not occur frequently (Figure 4 ), but when they do, their impacts can be significant ( Figure 5) . Also, the normalized risk matrix suggests that even with a zero probability of occurrence risk still exist. Thus, in the management of hydroelectric systems in general, it is misleading to rely solely on the probability of events. The risk matrix allows us to see the intensities associated with small probabilities and that can become criteria for safety measures. The problem with hydroelectric dam management is not ignorance of the factors but uncertainties in their frequencies and intensities associated with their impacts. With probability, impact and risk matrices as demonstrated above, we can show the occurrence frequencies, impacts, and intensities of impacts, which is useful for management and monitoring of Taabo Hydroelectric Dam.
Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2018, 19, x FOR PEER REVIEW 20 of 32 risks by assigning red and blue colors respectively. We observe that negative high risks are associated with environmental indicators (GWP, AR) and flooding indicators (FNF, FAF, FIS). Indicators with highly negative impacts have the most intense red colors and those with positive impacts have the most intense blue colors. For instance, it is observed that flooding does not occur frequently ( Figure  4 ), but when they do, their impacts can be significant ( Figure 5) . Also, the normalized risk matrix suggests that even with a zero probability of occurrence risk still exist. Thus, in the management of hydroelectric systems in general, it is misleading to rely solely on the probability of events. The risk matrix allows us to see the intensities associated with small probabilities and that can become criteria for safety measures. The problem with hydroelectric dam management is not ignorance of the factors but uncertainties in their frequencies and intensities associated with their impacts. With probability, impact and risk matrices as demonstrated above, we can show the occurrence frequencies, impacts, and intensities of impacts, which is useful for management and monitoring of Taabo Hydroelectric Dam. A risk matrix is a common methodology used for estimating risks. This is often done by setting opposing scale for severity of harm and likelihood of harm, and either descriptive terms or numerical values are used to populate the scales [47] . Unlike the probability matrices ( Figure 4 ) which rely solely on the probability of events, the risk matrix has a probability component and an impact component. Depending on our impact matrix (Table 5) , the resultant risk matrix (Table 7 ) has a range of positive and negative values, making interpretation difficult. This observation is one of the limitations of risk matrices in general, not exclusive to this work. For example, an assessment of risk matrices by [49] outlines the following limitations: (i) Output can be ambiguous if inputs are based on categorical ambiguous scales. (ii) Effective resource allocation as countermeasures cannot be based on categorical scales. (iii) Typical risk matrices can only compare small fractions of randomly selected pair of hazards resulting in matrices of poor resolution. (iv) Errors due to assigning higher qualitative ratings to quantitatively smaller risks. To avoid limitations associated with risk matrices, we employ normalized risk matrices instead to show risk distribution on a scale of 0 to 1. To overcome the limitations of (i) and (ii) listed above, we derived normalized risked purely from quantitative data. The normalized risked values are quantitative and the normalized risk scores which are based on SPI values can also be interpreted numerically. The normalized matrix presented here could be effective A risk matrix is a common methodology used for estimating risks. This is often done by setting opposing scale for severity of harm and likelihood of harm, and either descriptive terms or numerical values are used to populate the scales [47] . Unlike the probability matrices ( Figure 4 ) which rely solely on the probability of events, the risk matrix has a probability component and an impact component. Depending on our impact matrix (Table 5) , the resultant risk matrix (Table 7 ) has a range of positive and negative values, making interpretation difficult. This observation is one of the limitations of risk matrices in general, not exclusive to this work. For example, an assessment of risk matrices by [49] outlines the following limitations: (i) Output can be ambiguous if inputs are based on categorical ambiguous scales. (ii) Effective resource allocation as countermeasures cannot be based on categorical scales. (iii) Typical risk matrices can only compare small fractions of randomly selected pair of hazards resulting in matrices of poor resolution. (iv) Errors due to assigning higher qualitative ratings to quantitatively smaller risks. To avoid limitations associated with risk matrices, we employ normalized risk matrices instead to show risk distribution on a scale of 0 to 1. To overcome the limitations of (i) and (ii) listed above, we derived normalized risked purely from quantitative data. The normalized risked values are quantitative and the normalized risk scores which are based on SPI values can also be interpreted numerically. The normalized matrix presented here could be effective for resource allocation for hydroelectric dam management as risk scores can be ascertained quantitatively for appropriate action. Normalization was done twice to obtain the normalized risk matrix in Figure 5 . The first normalization is carried out separately for each indicator class at a 99% confidence interval base on whether risk increases or decreases with the increased value of sustainability (Equations (35) and (36) ). Normalization was done at a 99% confidence interval primarily to eliminate the edge conditions [0,1] in Equations (35) and (36) and to enhance comparison of the value of each indicator within climate regimes. By so doing, the problem of range compression in (iii) is resolved as all indicators risk values are fully represented between the interval [0,1]. Similarly, by using specific normalization rules, each climate regime takes its normalized value based on the same rules, eliminating to a larger extent the possibility of assigning higher qualitative ratings to smaller risks. We apply a single second normalization for all indicators to evaluate how each indicator compares to each other in the entire matrix. In the second normalization, each indicator brings its risk scores and compare with another. Thus, we achieve inter-comparison of risk scores of each indicator, which is difficult to achieve with an ordinary risk matrix.
Sensitivity Analysis of Taabo Dam Indicators
In this section, we analyze the sensitivity of the General Sustainability Index (GSI) to individual sustainability indicators. This was first done by [19] . We employed the normalized indicator (Table 9 ) and weight coefficient values obtained after giving each indicator the highest priority, to calculate the GSI. The normalized indicator values used and the resultant GSI matrices are shown in Tables 9 and 10 below.
The General Sustainability Index (GSI) or quality index is an additive aggregation of all individual indicators, times their respective weights coefficient values. For each indicator prioritized, the GSI obtained is shown in Table 10 . Indicators having highest GSI values when prioritized also have the highest contribution to GSI formation and vice versa. Indicators with equal GSI when prioritized also have equal contributions to the formation of GSI. The GSI values under each indicator in Table 10 are the GSI values obtained when the indicator is prioritized. At the extremely dry climate regime, environmental (GWP, PD) and flooding (FIS, FAF, and FNF) indicators have highest GSI value of 0.8066 while SPI, SSI, AR, EAF, and HI have the least GSI value of 0.1816. At the severely dry climate regime, AWD and CNG have equal and the highest GSI values of 0.8225 and AWP has the least GSI of 0.1975. For the moderately dry regime, AWP, INF and HI have the highest GSI value of 0.7826 compared to PD, GWP, AWD, IAF, and FNF with the least GSI value of 0.1576. EAF and FIS have the highest and least GSI values of 0.8007 and 0.1756 respectively for the near-normal climate regime. At the moderately wet climate regime, however, IAF, FNF, FAS, and FIS have the highest GSI values of 0.8394 while INF and CNG have the least GSI value of 0.2144. Finally, FAF has the least GSI value of 0.2074 at the very wet climate regime whilst SPI, SSI and AR have the highest GSI value of 0.8324. The GSI values reveal within which climate regime an indicator can be very sensitive. A pictorial view of the GSI for each climate regime is shown in Figure 6 below. Table 9 . Normalized indicator values. SPI  SSI  PD  GWP  AR  AWP  AWD  INF  IAF  FNF  FAF  FIS  CNG  EAF SPI  SSI  PD  GWP  AR  AWP  AWD  INF  IAF  FNF  FAF  FIS  CNG  EAF have the highest and least GSI values of 0.8007 and 0.1756 respectively for the near-normal climate regime. At the moderately wet climate regime, however, IAF, FNF, FAS, and FIS have the highest GSI values of 0.8394 while INF and CNG have the least GSI value of 0.2144. Finally, FAF has the least GSI value of 0.2074 at the very wet climate regime whilst SPI, SSI and AR have the highest GSI value of 0.8324. The GSI values reveal within which climate regime an indicator can be very sensitive. A pictorial view of the GSI for each climate regime is shown in Figure 6 below. The results shown are similar to the IHA's HSAP results, also presented on a spider diagram. The HSAP spider diagram, however, contains 20 indicators covering the social, economic, environmental and technical aspects of hydropower sustainability. Sustainability scores are ranked based on quality corresponding gaps in predefined good practice at some level of assessment [12] . The IHA approach can be carried out at the early, planning, implementation, and operation phases. In this paper, we present a single one-time assessment of a hydroelectric dam which is applicable for monitoring and management over its lifetime. While we do not intend to suggest weaknesses in the IHA approach, we think of our approach as a more quantitative quality assessment based on local indicators that are most often absent from global hydropower sustainability assessment frameworks. The specialty of our approach is the fact that it provides a one-time visualization of all possible climate regimes that a hydropower system is likely to undergo over its lifetime and so makes room for management and monitoring. The results shown are similar to the IHA's HSAP results, also presented on a spider diagram. The HSAP spider diagram, however, contains 20 indicators covering the social, economic, environmental and technical aspects of hydropower sustainability. Sustainability scores are ranked based on quality corresponding gaps in predefined good practice at some level of assessment [12] . The IHA approach can be carried out at the early, planning, implementation, and operation phases. In this paper, we present a single one-time assessment of a hydroelectric dam which is applicable for monitoring and management over its lifetime. While we do not intend to suggest weaknesses in the IHA approach, we think of our approach as a more quantitative quality assessment based on local indicators that are most often absent from global hydropower sustainability assessment frameworks. The specialty of our approach is the fact that it provides a one-time visualization of all possible climate regimes that a hydropower system is likely to undergo over its lifetime and so makes room for management and monitoring.
Climate Regime
For the Taabo Dam managerial decision, the GSI chart is useful for visualizing the importance of an indicator in each climate regime. In addition, the area colored under the chart shows the optimal quality index that should be expected for each climate regime based on indicators used. The greater the area under chart, the better the overall measure of sustainability (quality index) and vice versa. Based on average GSI values from the chart, we rank the performance of the Taabo Dam for the period 1982-2017, according to climate regime as Moderately dry < Near normal < Extremely dry < Severy dry < Very wet < Moderately wet (43) It is worth mentioning that the true sustainability of the Taabo Dam is depicted by the near-normal climate regime. This is because the near-normal climate regime consists of 24 years out of 36 years of data analyzed and therefore more representative of real conditions of the Taabo Dam. The other climate regimes may be considered a departure from normal conditions. For example, the high contribution of flooding indicators to GSI values at extremely dry and moderately wet conditions is so observed because no flooding records were observed in these climate regimes. For the management of the Taabo Dam, it is also worth noting that flooding indicators and water resource indicators are most interesting due to recent flooding events in the area. Recent flooding events are a departure from normal climate conditions. At near-normal climate, FIS has the least GSI value hence a greater contribution to flooding and consequently least contribution to sustainability, compared to FNF and FAF. Consequently, at normal climate conditions, the primary threat to flooding of the Taabo Dam is reservoir storage (FIS), followed by discharges from Kossou Dam (FAF) and finally the natural flow from Bouafle (FNF), which differs from one climate regime to the other. For resource indicators, higher GSI values are obtained when IAF is prioritized compared to when INF for all climate regimes except for moderately dry conditions. In effect, water in the reservoir of Taabo Hydroelectric Dam is much dependent on artificial flow form Kossou Dam than it is on natural flow from Bouafle. It is, however, important to note that at normal conditions, the contribution of streamflow of Bouafle to Taabo storage is significant. The GSI values also increase from normal to wet conditions when AWP and AWD are prioritized, showing water availability for hydropower production and for downstream also increases as the climate depart from normal to wet conditions. The spider charts presented above are based on an analysis of data from 1981 to 2017. This is a useful reference to serves as a limit to distinguish which times an indicator can be a positive risk factor and times where the same indicator can be a negative risk factor. We now present a quality assessment index representative of the Taabo hydroelectric project based on indicators used in this work.
General Sustainability Index of the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam
To assess the sustainability of the Taabo hydroelectric project in the context of management, we model four scenarios that are possible depending on which aspect of sustainability management wish to consider. The above is to make available options for management to consider for future development.
Case 1. Techno-Economic Sustainability Pathway-Business as Usual Scenario
The sustainability index obtained when priority is given to the techno-economic indicators is shown in Figure 7 below. On the abscissa is the GSI values (quality assessment index or sustainability index), on a scale of 0 to1. On the ordinate is the climate regimes for which the assessment was carried out. The results for techno-economic pathway shows that when priority is given to technical and economic aspects, the dam is more sustainable in the severely dry climate conditions and least sustainable in extremely dry conditions with sustainability indices of 0.615 and 0.3834 respectively. Severely dry, moderately dry, very wet and near-normal climate regimes have sustainability indices greater than 0.5. On the other hand, moderately wet and extremely wet climate regimes have sustainability indices greater than the mean GSI value of 0.5. It will be expected that since hydroelectric dams are dependent on water resources, the GSI will have been highest for the very wet season or moderately wet season and least for extremely dry or severely dry conditions. The results here demonstrate that in reality, prioritizing technical and economic indicators will not necessarily lead to an improvement in the quality as desired. It is worth noting that the results obtained here are based on prioritizing resource (IAF, INF), technical (EAF, HI), and economic (CNG) indicators above the rest of the indicators. In essence, this represents what management of Taabo Hydroelectric Dam does under normal circumstance or business as usual scenario, which includes The results for techno-economic pathway shows that when priority is given to technical and economic aspects, the dam is more sustainable in the severely dry climate conditions and least sustainable in extremely dry conditions with sustainability indices of 0.615 and 0.3834 respectively. Severely dry, moderately dry, very wet and near-normal climate regimes have sustainability indices greater than 0.5. On the other hand, moderately wet and extremely wet climate regimes have sustainability indices greater than the mean GSI value of 0.5. It will be expected that since hydroelectric dams are dependent on water resources, the GSI will have been highest for the very wet season or moderately wet season and least for extremely dry or severely dry conditions. The results here demonstrate that in reality, prioritizing technical and economic indicators will not necessarily lead to an improvement in the quality as desired. It is worth noting that the results obtained here are based on prioritizing resource (IAF, INF), technical (EAF, HI), and economic (CNG) indicators above the rest of the indicators. In essence, this represents what management of Taabo Hydroelectric Dam does under normal circumstance or business as usual scenario, which includes observing of flows, producing electricity, and transmission on the grid.
Case 2. Socio-Environmental Sustainability Pathway-Environmental and Human Activist Scenario
The sustainability index obtained when priority is given to the environmental aspect is shown in Figure 8 below. economic aspects, the dam is more sustainable in the severely dry climate conditions and least sustainable in extremely dry conditions with sustainability indices of 0.615 and 0.3834 respectively. Severely dry, moderately dry, very wet and near-normal climate regimes have sustainability indices greater than 0.5. On the other hand, moderately wet and extremely wet climate regimes have sustainability indices greater than the mean GSI value of 0.5. It will be expected that since hydroelectric dams are dependent on water resources, the GSI will have been highest for the very wet season or moderately wet season and least for extremely dry or severely dry conditions. The results here demonstrate that in reality, prioritizing technical and economic indicators will not necessarily lead to an improvement in the quality as desired. It is worth noting that the results obtained here are based on prioritizing resource (IAF, INF), technical (EAF, HI), and economic (CNG) indicators above the rest of the indicators. In essence, this represents what management of Taabo Hydroelectric Dam does under normal circumstance or business as usual scenario, which includes observing of flows, producing electricity, and transmission on the grid.
The sustainability index obtained when priority is given to the environmental aspect is shown in Figure 8 below. The GSI here is obtained when priority is given to indicators related to the formation and existence of Taabo Dam reservoir (PD, GWP, AR) and impact on the dam's downstream (AWD). AWD and AR are also related to the social consequences of the dam. For instance, AR evaluates the value of land use for power production. Similarly, AWD evaluates interruption to the normal flow of the river that will have been available downstream, without the dam's presence. This case represents the socio-environmental pathway, which might be pursued by an environmental and human right activist. The results show very high (0.6025) and below-average (0.3778) respectively at extremely dry and moderately dry conditions, which unexpected for real-life operations of the Taabo Dam. The results suggest that in the context of environmental impacts, the dam is most sustainable in the extremely dry conditions and least sustainable at moderately dry conditions. The result is possible since the interest of environmental and human right activist is people and environment, with least care for energy production. In effect, the socio-environmental option is a mixture of GSI for climate regimes with an unclear path for sustainability energy production. Pursuing this option will imply more concerns for socio-ecological systems at the expense of energy development. In the context of increasing population growth and high demand for energy, this option is unrealistic in the discourse of sustainable energy development. It might, however, be a development pathway to consider in an attempt to reduce the destruction of socio-ecological systems caused by the construction and operation of energy systems in general and hydroelectric dams for that matter [19, 60, 61] .
Case 3. Climate-Smart Sustainability Pathway-Adaptation to Climate Scenario
The sustainability index obtained when priority is given to climate indicators is shown in below Figure 9 below. construction and operation of energy systems in general and hydroelectric dams for that matter [19, 60, 61] The sustainability index obtained when priority is given to climate indicators is shown in below Figure 9 below. In this case, priority is given to climate indicators to adapt the hydroelectric dam to the evolving trends in the climate and the risks associated, such as flooding. Thus, priority is given to trends in climate and hydrological conditions defined by SPI and SSI, respectively. This scenario is based on the fact that hydropower production relies on streamflow which to some extent is determined by rainfall and hydrological conditions of a basin. As such, to optimize hydroelectric production and reduce the risk associated with them, climate and hydrological aspects are paramount. Specifically, this scenario models the idea that water resource indicators (AWP, AWD, INF, IAF) are both important resources for hydropower production and sources of risks (flooding). In effect, they integrate both positive and negative aspects associated with climate and hydrological impacts. The results show that very wet and extremely dry conditions have the highest (0.7079) and lowest (0.2444) indices respectively. Above near-normal conditions, the sustainability indices are greater for this option than all sustainability indices in Figures 8 and 9 . Also, the near-normal condition which is In this case, priority is given to climate indicators to adapt the hydroelectric dam to the evolving trends in the climate and the risks associated, such as flooding. Thus, priority is given to trends in climate and hydrological conditions defined by SPI and SSI, respectively. This scenario is based on the fact that hydropower production relies on streamflow which to some extent is determined by rainfall and hydrological conditions of a basin. As such, to optimize hydroelectric production and reduce the risk associated with them, climate and hydrological aspects are paramount. Specifically, this scenario models the idea that water resource indicators (AWP, AWD, INF, IAF) are both important resources for hydropower production and sources of risks (flooding). In effect, they integrate both positive and negative aspects associated with climate and hydrological impacts. The results show that very wet and extremely dry conditions have the highest (0.7079) and lowest (0.2444) indices respectively. Above near-normal conditions, the sustainability indices are greater for this option than all sustainability indices in Figures 8 and 9 . Also, the near-normal condition which is typically representative of the Taabo Dam has indices greater than the mean GSI of 0.5, compared to techno-economic and socio-environmental options. The high indices observed in this case prove that GSI is more sensitive to climate compared to the other indicators. Within the context of decision making, both the climate expert and hydroelectric dam management will prefer this option. Consequently, this option is comparatively better than the techno-economic and socio-environmental options. It must, however, be noted that the climate is a part of the natural environment. For this reason, climate indicators for sustainable energy development are often put under environmental indicators [44] . Thus, Case 3 might be considered an assessment of the impacts of very high environmental factors. The results also prove that SPI and SSI have very high impacts. The approach used here is to verify how other environmental, social, economic and technical indicators respond to these climate indices, which is crucial for hydroelectric dam management.
Case 4. Proposed Pathway-Authors Recommendation
In this scenario, priority is given to a mixture of indicators from all criteria (climate, social, economic, environmental, technical) to take advantages from as many indicators as possible for use in the assessment. This scenario is a nexus problem that involves decision making in the context of conflicting interests. We include SPI and SSI (climate), CNG and EAF (techno-economic), and AWP (resource) in this scenario. At least 12 indicators are fully represented in this scenario, and the results are shown in Figure 10 below.
In this scenario, priority is given to a mixture of indicators from all criteria (climate, social, economic, environmental, technical) to take advantages from as many indicators as possible for use in the assessment. This scenario is a nexus problem that involves decision making in the context of conflicting interests. We include SPI and SSI (climate), CNG and EAF (techno-economic), and AWP (resource) in this scenario. At least 12 indicators are fully represented in this scenario, and the results are shown in Figure 10 below. The results for the proposed scenario ( Figure 10) show the same preference of GSI ranking as in climate adaptation scenario. The GSI values are above 0.5 for normal and wet conditions and approximately 0.5 for moderately dry conditions. The fact the mean GSI value is greater than 0.5 for wet and normal conditions and nearly 0.5 for moderately dry conditions makes it a scenario worth taking advantage of. High standard deviations are likely for this scenario due to uncertainties when integrating indicators of conflicting interest. Thus, this case is, in reality, the decision that a climate expert, management of hydroelectric dams, and environmental and social activist will arrive at after deliberation. The highest and lowest index values, in this case, are 0.6216 and 0.3377 respectively compared to 0.7079 and 0.3244 in the climate adaptation scenario. The proposed alternative is preferred over climate adaptation alternative mainly because the former integrates climate as well as to other indicators. Secondly, the proposed option has a greater index of sustainability (0.4941 ≈ 0.5) at moderately dry conditions while the climate adaptation option has a sustainability index of 0.4343. The dividing line for sustainable and unsustainable is an average sustainability index of 0.5. The results show that in practice, what should be done in the management of a hydroelectric dam (Taabo here) is an integration of various aspects, particular climate. Integration of climate can include acquiring climate service for operational monitoring of the climate for hydropower production, The results for the proposed scenario ( Figure 10) show the same preference of GSI ranking as in climate adaptation scenario. The GSI values are above 0.5 for normal and wet conditions and approximately 0.5 for moderately dry conditions. The fact the mean GSI value is greater than 0.5 for wet and normal conditions and nearly 0.5 for moderately dry conditions makes it a scenario worth taking advantage of. High standard deviations are likely for this scenario due to uncertainties when integrating indicators of conflicting interest. Thus, this case is, in reality, the decision that a climate expert, management of hydroelectric dams, and environmental and social activist will arrive at after deliberation. The highest and lowest index values, in this case, are 0.6216 and 0.3377 respectively compared to 0.7079 and 0.3244 in the climate adaptation scenario. The proposed alternative is preferred over climate adaptation alternative mainly because the former integrates climate as well as to other indicators. Secondly, the proposed option has a greater index of sustainability (0.4941 ≈ 0.5) at moderately dry conditions while the climate adaptation option has a sustainability index of 0.4343. The dividing line for sustainable and unsustainable is an average sustainability index of 0.5. The results show that in practice, what should be done in the management of a hydroelectric dam (Taabo here) is an integration of various aspects, particular climate. Integration of climate can include acquiring climate service for operational monitoring of the climate for hydropower production, monitoring and keeping water stored in the dam below certain thresholds to reduce the risk of flooding during rainy periods. Again, this option emphasizes the compromises that need to be made to promote sustainable energy development in the hydropower sector. The key feature of this approach is to incorporate climate change analysis into already existing approaches which employ social, economic, environmental and technical for a hydroelectric dam sustainability assessment.
From the foregoing discussions, we rank the pathways for attaining sustainability of the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam in the context of climate as Socio − environmental < Techno − economic < Climate − smart < Proposed (44)
Conclusions
Management and sustainability assessment are two key requirements for maintaining and operating existing hydropower plants. For site-specific hydroelectric dams, managerial problems are compounded by the need for local sustainability indicators that are not included in global sustainability assessment frameworks. This often arises because the socioeconomic, environmental, technical, and resource conditions of any hydroelectric dam are unique and largely determined by hydrological conditions and dynamism of activities in its catchment area. In addition, hydroelectric dams' assessment within the context of climate is missing from most hydropower sustainability assessment frameworks.
However, climate and local indicators are crucial for a hydroelectric dam sustainability assessment, especially in the context of climate change. In this paper we demonstrated the possibility of including climate indicators and local indicators to build a management framework as well as a sustainability assessment framework, using the Taabo Dam in Cote d'Ivoire, West Africa, as a case study. To allow linkages between climate and hydroelectric dam sustainability indicators, we use the standardized precipitation index to group years of similar SPI classification into so-called climate regimes. Global and local indicators are determined for each climate regime, forming a matrix of climate regimes and indicators. This initial matrix is the starting point for all analysis related to the management of hydroelectric dams in a climate change context. As all climate regimes are represented in this matrix, it provides the opportunity to visualize the hydroelectric dam under climate conditions that may result from a change in the climate. The approach also makes possible the definition of a probability matrix associated with the initial matrix of indicators. The probability matrix gives the occurrence frequencies or probability of occurrence of the initial matrix of indicators. Similarly, with threshold values set for each indicator class in the initial matrix, an impact matrix can be defined as values above or below the threshold value set for each indicator class. This probability and impact matrices are useful to create a risk matrix that is used as a system for managing and monitoring a hydroelectric dam. Normalized risk matrices present a better way to overcome problems such as poor resolution, range compression, errors, and ambiguity that are often associated with an ordinary risk matrix.
In the case of the Taabo Dam, our findings show that even though flooding indicators have a very low probability of occurrence, they could be associated with high impacts. In general, we observed that indicators with low probabilities can introduce great instability into the system when their impacts are being experienced. Our findings also reveal that even with a zero probability of occurrence, risks still exist and management should not take zero or very small probability of occurrence to be the absence of risk. Apart from using initial, probability, risk and impact matrices as a system for management and monitoring of hydroelectric dams, we employ normalized indicators and weight coefficient values of indicators to compute a General Sustainability Indices (GSI). We define a GSI as the linear aggregation of all indicator's times their respective weight under a given scenario. The sensitivity of the GSI of the Taabo Hydroelectric Dam was tested by prioritizing each indicator in turn, to see output GSI values. This allows a comparison of the strengths of indicators with each other based on the GSI values. Comparison of indicators strength is achieved using a spider chart where all indicators are fully represented for all climate regimes. The pictorial representation forms a set of useful information for the management of the hydroelectric dam to identify the kind of indicator to focus more on in a particular climate regime. Thus, advantages and disadvantages are identified for optimizing of the hydroelectric dam in question. Alternatively, the ranking of indicators according to scenario preference leads to a resultant GSI value which is used to evaluate the overall quality of the dam at each climate regime. This approach is also able to rank climate regimes against each other. For the Taabo hydroelectric project, four scenarios were considered, (a) techno-economic sustainability pathway, (b) socio-environmental sustainability pathway, (c) climate-smart pathway, and (ii) proposed pathway. The techno-economic pathway shows the current method of dam management, which focus on techno-economic issues, is not the best approach to attaining sustainability of the dam. Similarly, the socio-environmental pathway, which represents environmental and human right activist's ambition to attain environmental and social justice, is not a sustainable option either. The climate-smart option, which represents an adaptation of the hydroelectric electric system to climate conditions, is a better option than the techno-economic and socio-environmental options presented above. However, as optimal as the climate-smart option may be, the authors recommend an appropriate and wise combination of sustainability indicators that will be interesting to the techno-economic activist, socio-environmental activist, as well as the climate-smart scientist. The proposed option is more presentable, practical and much easier to discuss for a sustainable future. In summary, we present both a management scheme and sustainability assessment scheme for hydroelectric dams using Taabo Hydroelectric Dam in Cote d'Ivoire, West Africa, as a case study. We have demonstrated that hydropower sustainability assessment is a mixture of probabilities, impacts, risks, and uncertainties that can be quantified for management and monitoring of a hydroelectric dam in question. The main contribution to literature is that it integrates climate into the assessment framework, making it possible to assess sustainability a hydroelectric dam in the context of its climate. The strength of this approach is that it is based on a rainfall index (SPI values), which is unique and applicable to any hydroelectric scheme in any part of the world. The approach is thus applicable globally and to site-specific hydroelectric dams. The limitation of this approach is related to the age of the dam in question, as SPI requires some significant amount of monthly data. For new hydroelectric dams, we recommended that sustainability assessment be carried out on a seasonal basis as demonstrated by [19] using the Bui Dam in Ghana, West Africa. Last but not least, our analysis relationship between SPI and SSI suggest a strong link between climate and hydrological with minimum impact of changes associated with land use and land cover change for the entire period. Consequently, climate change is more likely to impact water availability in the Bandama Basin in the future compared to land use and land cover changes.
